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Abstract: This paper reports on practical experiences with the two e-assessment
tools AlephQ and JACK, explains their key features and sketches usage scenarios
from two different universities. Using a lecture in accountancy as a concrete example, the paper then presents a successful concept for improving a lecture by
introducing both e-assessment systems. Conclusions are drawn on how to improve a lecture by selecting and combining the most suitable features from different tools.
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Introduction

Using e-assessment systems for formative and summative assessments can improve
lectures in many different ways starting from reduced effort for grading exams (e.g.
[1]) up to improved learning outcomes by more timely and sophisticated feedback (see
e.g. [2], [3]). Since there may be many different requirements on what is needed to
improve an actual lecture or course, choosing the right e-assessment system is not an
easy thing. Some desired features may be not available within a single system or even
not available at all. Using a lecture in accountancy as a concrete example, this paper
presents a successful concept that achieved to improve a lecture by introducing two eassessment systems in two steps. In a first step, the lecture was improved by developing
and using an own e-assessment system. In a second step, another system from a different university was added to overcome some known shortcomings.
This paper is organized as follows: Chapter 2 presents the e-assessment system
AlephQ, its usage at Antwerp University and its key features. Chapter 0 does the same
for the e-assessment system JACK from the University of Duisburg-Essen. Chapter 4
discusses the sample case of a lecture in accountancy from Antwerp University that
was successfully improved by both tools. Chapter 4.7 presents the lessons learned and
conclusions from this case study.
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2

The e-assessment system AlephQ

The e-assessment tools AlephQ is developed and used at Antwerp University. AlephQ
is a solution for some current limitations of question type based e-assessment tools like
Questionmark Perception, Respondus and e-assessment tools in Blackboard, Brightspace, Canvas or Moodle. AlephQ offers the teacher a set of building blocks to implement its own questions, with ordering and grading schemes, within a user friendly interface.
This section will focus on the main principles of the software AlephQ, the usage
within Antwerp University, the benefits for teachers and students. The section ends
with some practical examples to demonstrate the core features of AlephQ.
2.1

The main principle: AlephQ as a user friendly building block based
system

The set of AlephQ’s building blocks consists of “pages”, “rows” within these pages,
and “elements” in these rows. Two supplementary blocks are “clusters” and “rules”.
“Versions” are the final building blocks.
Pages – rows – elements:
To build a question, the teacher generates empty rows on a page. Subsequently, the
teacher creates on each row the desired number of elements. For each element, the
presentation can be selected: read-only text, input – short text, input – essay, input –
numeric, check box, drop down, LaTeX, image … . Elements can be organized on rows
in a table-structure. On each input-element a grading scheme can be defined at any time
during the process of building or grading.
Clusters – rules:
AlephQ can allow students to enter their answers in different but equally correct sequence of elements or rows (for example when asked for an enumeration of symptoms,
features, …) Hereto these interchangeable elements or rows are grouped in a cluster by
the teacher during the building phase and one of the 4 sorting and grading algorithms
(rules) is selected upon this cluster.
Moreover, clusters can also be used to define a mandatory minimal score to obtain by
students on a set of elements.
Versions:
When a whole page is completed by a student in an unexpected, deviating but coherent
way, AlephQ can allow a supplementary version of the page as a whole with a deviating
grading scheme.
With these building blocks, AlephQ provides the teacher better possibilities to implement their ideal questions in respect to the format, the content and the grading algorithm. AlephQ intends to stimulate self-sufficient users by handy to use functionalities
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such as ‘copy and paste’, and Word-compatibility. Mastering how to build an exam
autonomously in AlephQ takes an average teacher 3 hours of instruction.
2.2

Usage and benefits of AlephQ within the Antwerp University

In de second term of 2014-2015 AlephQ was tested on a few pilot courses. The roll out
of the software AlephQ started in the academic year 2015-2016 and turned out to be
very successful (cf. Table 1).
In the current academic year 2017-2018 AlephQ is used in 92 courses in 9 different
faculties of the Antwerp University. 75% of the different electronic exam copies are
AlephQ files, whereas 25% of the electronic copies are BlackBoard* online tests or
assignments.
Table 1. Number of electronic exams and used application at the Antwerp University

2015-2016
2016-2017
2017-2018

Total
20594
24137
31922

AlephQ
12780
62%
15657
65%
23884
75%

Blackboard*
7814
38%
8480
35%
8038
25%

* BlackBoard examination consists of online tests and assignments
The usage of AlephQ has the following benefits for the teachers at the Antwerp University:
 The time teachers spend on grading exams has reduced significantly (to a factor 10).
An example is the course Accountancy where the manual grading of +/-750 exam
copies is reduced from three weeks to two days. In most cases several days of manual
grading is reduced to several hours.
 More complex exams can be build: the classical criteria of ‘easy to mark’ is no longer
valid. Questions that focus on a deeper understanding rather than on reproduction or
on multiple choice are within reach with AlephQ.
 Several teachers reinvested their gained grading effort in mid-term AlephQ assessments and home assignments to offer more insight to their students. These AlephQ
assessments and assignments are considered as a worthy preparation for the exams
and notwithstanding their complexity, are not considered as time consuming for the
teacher.
Students also benefit from the software AlephQ: they agree that the AlephQ home
assignments are a good preparation for the exams. They are also positive about the
detailed personal feedback that AlephQ provides. Even though students may experience
a higher level of difficulty (92 courses have changed their exam content when transferring to AlephQ), but the numbers of students that pass their exams do not deviate significantly from the previous exam period.
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2.3

AlephQ: practical examples

Fig. 1. Clustering numeric elements – Grading

Fig. 1 shows a question taken out of the course of chemistry in the science faculty. In
question 4a the teachers wishes to assign a score only if all of the 4 answers by the
student (i.e. 2, 2, 4, 1) are correct. Therefore the 4 fields of question 4a are grouped in
a cluster and a proper grading rule is defined accordingly.
The answer of question 4b relates to the answers of question 4a by the formula:
1,16E3 = 5,62 x (1 + 4 / 2 + 1 / 2) x 0,082058 x 823/1,15. When grading by hand, most
teachers would assign a partial mark for a correct use of the formula, even if the absolute value of the student’s answer in 4b is incorrect, due to a student’s mistake in 4a.
AlephQ offers this partial grading functionality: the teacher defines for answer field 4b
the dependency and the appropriate partial mark as a marking rule. Supplementary,
AlephQ allows the use of ranges on numbers, alternative answers and alternative dependencies.
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Fig. 2. Collection of unique given answers for the text element “miembros”

To reduce the time teachers spend on correcting exams, AlephQ creates for each text
element a sorted list of unique given answers during the grading process. In Fig 2 the
unique list for the text element “miembros” from an exam of Spanish is shown. The
frequency of each answer is indicated. For each text element in the exam teachers can
go through the corresponding list and add partial marks for partially correct or alternative answers.
Lists can be compressed as appropriate by leaving out of account white space, punctuation or case sensitivity during the aggregation of the list.
For the average teacher at Antwerp University, the necessary grading time for text
elements is reduced by 70% (Q1 = 65%; Q3 = 83%; Average = 72%; Median = 74%)
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Fig. 3. Clustering interchangeable rows

Fig. 3 shows a question taken out of the course of Family law from the faculty of
Law. In this example the teacher asks the student to summarize 2 legal grounds (“Grond
1” and “Grond 2”) together with the corresponding law number (“Artikel”) for a given
legal situation.
The student is allowed to choose the order in which the 2 grounds are entered. Synonyms or writing errors are permitted. The student is not allowed to combine ground 1
with the law number of ground 2 or vice versa. The student is not allowed to enter the
same ground twice.
AlephQ is able to semi-automatically grade this question. In the building process,
the teacher groups the two rows with the answer fields in an interchangeable cluster
and defines a rule to penalize for duplicate grounds (none or only one ground will be
graded). During the grading process synonyms or writing errors can be selected from
the list of unique answers (cf. Example 2).
If during the grading process a third ground should emerge to be applicable, this
supplementary answer can be added to the grading scheme in back-up rows (reserve
rows) as shown in Fig 4. A third ground can’t be taken into account for grading by a
mere synonym for grounds 1 or 2. As a result, a correct answer will consist of 2 out of
the 3 possible grounds.

Fig. 4. A supplementary answer on a reserve row
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The e-assessment system JACK

At the University of Duisburg-Essen, the e-assessment system JACK is used. It offers
simple exercise types like multiple choice or multiple response questions and cloze
texts as well as complex exercise types like code submission for programming exercises. In this paper, we focus on the simple exercise types. An important feature for the
simple exercise types are JACK’s capabilities to use placeholders within exercise texts
that JACK can fill dynamically and individually for each student [4]. It is possible to
use placeholders for simple elements like numbers and texts, but also for complex elements like images. Content can be assigned to these placeholders by random selection,
by calculations via computer algebra systems (CAS) or via an image generation mechanism (such as plotting a graph via a CAS). Another core feature for simple exercise
types is the possibility to split an exercise into several stages that have to be solved one
after another. The sequence of stages does not have to be linear, but the choice of the
next stage may depend on the input in previous stages or on random selection [5].
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The following sections provide an overview on the usage scenarios of JACK at the
University of Duisburg-Essen (section 3.1), demonstrate and discuss some sample exercises (section 3.2), and discuss benefits for teachers (section 3.3) as well as for students (section 3.4).
3.1

Usage Scenarios

The University of Duisburg-Essen uses JACK in various domains of study and in different usage scenarios covering diagnostic, formative and summative assessments. Table 2 provides an overview of the size of several scenarios in recent years.
Diagnostic assessments are performed for placements tests for language courses for
foreign students. Different tests exist that can be taken either from at home or from a
computer pool at the university. Each test can only be taken once. These placement
tests solely use C-tests with a single stage per exercise. None of the specific features of
JACK regarding dynamic replacement of placeholders are needed in this scenario, as
calibrated tests are used which need to be the same for all participants.
Formative assessments are offered to support a wide range of lectures across several
institutes of the university, including economics, computer science, mathematics, mechanics, biology, pedagogy, psychology, and language studies. In most of these cases,
homework exercises are offered and students may take an unlimited amount of attempts
to each of them. Most assessments make use of fill-in exercises or cloze texts with
numerical or textual input. Particularly in economics, mathematics, and mechanics
many exercises with numerical input are used that rely on dynamic creation of exercise
contents via computer algebra systems.
Summative assessments are offered in two different ways: Mid-term assessments
every few weeks during the term are used in the institutes of economics and mechanics.
In most cases, these assessments are conducted in a computer pool of the university,
but there are also some cases of assessments that can be taken from at home. End-term
assessments via JACK are used in the institutes of economics and language studies. In
summative assessments, the same exercise types and features are used as in formative
assessments, with a lower share of exercises using dynamically generated content. In
particular, the institute of language studies uses similar exercises for all participants in
their summative assessments.
Table 2. Numbers of different lectures and courses using JACK at the University of DuisburgEssen in recent years.

Assessment
type
Diagnostic
Formative
Summative

Number of different lectures/courses (approx. sum of participants)
Summer term Winter term Summer term Winter term
2016
2016/17
2017
2017/18
--5 (570)
3 (1670)
6 (1740)
7 (1450)
9 (3800)
9 (1770)
10 (2100)
5 (1230)
5 (1430)
5 (1000)
1 (230)
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3.2

Sample exercises

This section demonstrates and discusses some system features that exercise authors
commonly use in various lectures and domains of study. The demonstration of each
feature include a sample exercise from an actual course.
The first sample exercise is shown in Fig. 5. It is taken from a first-year course in
the institute of economics. The exercise item presents a small table with some randomly
generated integer numbers and asks students to enter the result for a specific sum operation on that data in an input field. In this case, not only the numbers in the table are
selected randomly within certain bounds, but also the various elements of the sum operation. In particular, the sum does not necessarily run from 1 to 5 (as shown in Fig. 1)
and may refer to xi in one case and yi in another case. Consequently, the correct answer
also differs for each instance of this item. Hence, a computer-algebra-system is used to
evaluate the correctness of the input by performing the same calculation and comparing
the result to the input.
The second sample exercise is shown in Fig. 6. It is taken from an introductory
course to botanics at the institute of biology. The exercise item presents five formal
descriptions of blossoms and asks students to tick the one that fits to a particular family
of flowers named by their scientific name. As in the previous example, the item content
is generated randomly. However, the mechanisms for content generation are different.
Obviously, the scientific name of the family of flowers needs to be chosen from a list
of names that matches the contents of the introductory course. For each of these names,
one correct answer option exists that needs to be listed. The other answer options are
generated by replacing one or more small segments of the correct answer by wrong
elements. An exercise author can design precise rules on what to replace and how to
replace individually for each family of flowers. This way, the answer options can cover
typical mistakes. At the same time, wrong answer options are not too easy to identify,
as they do not contain segments that are obviously wrong as it could occur with plain
random generation.

Fig. 5. Sample exercise on mathematics with random elements. Both the numbers in the table at
the top of the exercise as well as the elements arrange around the sum symbol are selected randomly within certain bounds for each instance of this exercise.
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Fig. 6. Sample exercise on botanics with random answer options. The answer options are created randomly based on rules that assure each answer option to be almost similar but not equal
to the correct one.

The third sample exercise is shown in Fig. 7. It is again taken from a first-year course
in the institute of economics and is part of the exercise pool for homework exercises.
The exercise item consists of six stages that must be answered one after another. The
first stage of the item introduces a small scenario about two farmers and their products.
The text also contains some numbers that are crucial for the calculations to be performed throughout the whole item. However, also the names of the products, the names
of the farmers and even their gender are generated randomly to make the exercise more
vivid. All random choices are applied to all six stages of the item, but user input may
be considered as an additional parameter for content generation later on. Hence, the
content of one stage can also depend on input from previous stages, which allows to
account for subsequent faults or to allow students to choose one of several appropriate
methods for solving a particular problem.
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Fig. 7. First two steps of a larger sample exercise on economics. Several elements of the exercise including numbers, names and terms are generated randomly. The second step of the exercise (“Frage 2”) is only revealed after a student made a submission to the first one.

3.3

Benefits for teachers

Items as the ones shown in section 3.2 can be used both for formative and summative
assessments. In formative assessments, it is sufficient to define one item template with
carefully designed rules for random content generation to produce a virtually unlimited
amount of item instances for practice. In summative assessment, this amount of different but similar item instances can help to avoid plagiarism. Consequently, one of the
main benefits for teachers and exercise authors is the relatively low amount of time they
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need to create a large amount of items. Although it consumes significantly more time
to design an item with dynamic content generation than to design a static item this is
outweighed by the reduced need to produce several items.
Items with several stages allow to develop large, complex scenarios and thus to create more challenging exercises than exercises with a single stage. At the same time,
they allow to ask for intermediate results instead of just asking for final results and offer
options to handle subsequent faults and alternative ways of problem solving. Again,
this comes to the cost of higher effort for designing a single item.
Particularly in the case of mathematical content, teachers can also rely on the capabilities of computer-algebra-systems for evaluating the correctness of answers instead
of figuring out corner-cases by hand. Thus, exercises may also ask students to enter
complex terms instead of single numbers and computer-algebra-systems can automatically handle transformations on those terms and determine their properties. In turn,
these capabilities can also be used to get fine-grained control over the generation of
exercise contents.
3.4

Benefits for students

Students can profit by the benefits for teachers in several ways. First, they get more
opportunities to practice in formative assessments, as they can work on dynamically
generated items repeatedly. In summer term 2018, the introductory course to botanics
mentioned above used a total amount of 151 exercises. On average, students who made
at least 20 submissions at all (and thus showed at least some serious interest in the
exercises), made 2.04 submissions per exercise. 15 out of 133 students made more than
3 submissions per exercise. Similar figures could be observed at the institute of economics with an average of 2.76 submissions per exercise in a course on statistics in
winter term 2017/18 and an average of 2.09 submission per exercise in a course on
microeconomics in summer term 2016.
As a second benefit, student get more opportunities to show their individual competencies, if items with several stages are used. In these cases, it is not necessary to solve
the problem completely, but grades and feedback can also be assigned to smaller steps
of the solution. Students appreciate that as fair grading particularly in summative assessments.
As a third benefit, students can work on more practically relevant and realistic cases,
if items with several stages and vivid content are used. This helps them to not only learn
the mechanics of problem solving or calculating, but also to learn how to identify and
extract the relevant pieces of information from the question texts.
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4

The use of the complementary packages AlephQ and JACK

4.1

The use of AlephQ and JACK to activate large groups of students

In the first term of the coming academic year 2018-2019, we intend to roll out the Jack
software package in addition to the software package AlephQ in the Accountancy
course of the faculty of Applied Business Economics at Antwerp University.
4.2

The Accountancy course

About 700 students are enrolled in the Accountancy course, which is considered to be
one of the more difficult subjects, with a relatively low pass rate on the exam. This is
mainly due to the strong differences in students' prior knowledge and adaptation problems some students face in their freshman's year.
Accountancy students need to digest accounting principles and regulation and be
able to apply these to practical cases. That is why practicing regularly after classes is
essential to make a pass grade on the exam.
Accountancy is taught over two terms in a year. And the end of each term a partial
exam is set. In each term we teach six units, consisting of a classroom lecture followed
by a practice tutorial in smaller groups. To force student engagement, we set three
homework assignments in the first term (each after finishing two units), and just one in
the second (after the fourth unit).
We use the classroom lectures to explain both law and accounting principles. In the
tutorial sessions, we start with some basic exercises in order to lift all students above
the same minimum threshold. We then expect that the students use the compulsory
homework assignments to upgrade their knowledge and skill to the required final level,
which corresponds to the difficulty level of the exam.
We support our students by giving them access to a study resource of 50 short
knowledge video-clips covering all the topics. Each clip is linked to the unit to which
the topic belongs. Students also get access to a set of additional solved problems. Finally, we offer them and monitor a Blackboard forum to ask questions about the course
material.
4.3

Use of AlephQ

Thanks to AlephQ, we are able to have students solve numerically extensive cases (as
shown in Fig. 8) and give them personalized feed-back on their answers in less than 24
hours after the submission deadline.
Because the difficulty level of the problems given in the assignment matches that of
the problems given on the exam, and because the computerized exam is also set in the
AlephQ environment, students can benefit from a familiarization effect: the assignments are an excellent preparation for both the look and feel and the difficulty level of
the exam. This set up forces the students to keep up with the subject matter during the
year and allows them to adjust their study approach within the semester.
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Because of its user-friendliness, AlephQ makes it easier for teaching staff to develop
new accounting cases. One should be able to develop a complete, quantitatively extensive question set in one day. Without AlephQ, this would have been feasible too, but it
would have taken several weeks of manual marking to correct such an assignment.

Fig 8. Detail of the assignment

The question set is not randomized, i.e. all students solve the same (complicated)
case. One advantage of a unique problem case is that students can collaborate in study
groups and learn from each other as well as from the lecturing and support staff.
We treat the compulsory assignments in the Accountancy class as a learning opportunity as opposed to an assessment of competence. That is why teaching staff is answering questions about the assignment in the dedicated forum, up to multiple times a
day, to help the students on their way. The forum gets consulted about 1000 times per
day during the brief period that the assignment is "live". The third assignment got a
record 9800 student interactions (see Fig. 9).
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Fig 9. Forum Assignments: Amount of views

Using a unique problem set also allows the lecturer to post a feed back video, in
addition to the personalized automated feed back.
Because the assignment is administered in an uncontrolled environment (it is a
homework assignment with multiple group interactions), marks on the assignment do
not count towards the final exam score. By contrast, students that don't participate or
that get very low scores (less than 25%) are penalized by having their final score reduced by 2 points. They can avoid this penalty by submitting additional remedial homework (which is manually set by the teaching staff and which thus inevitably means
additional work for them).
4.4

Deploying Jack

We have recently invested the time and effort to create a set of drill-questions for Accountancy in the Jack environment. Jack is an excellent tool to generate a pool of randomized analogous problem sets. These drill-questions will help students to reach the
basic skill threshold more quickly through this digitization.
Jack is also capable of handling larger quantitative concepts through its parametrization features. This requires the staff to make a one-time effort to create it, but then
Jack can deliver a theoretically limitless amount of practice materials.
4.5

Advantages to the Students

For each unit, Jack exercises are offered in a module of the learning environment as
materials for self study. A big plus is that Jack offers the student instantaneous automated feed back. In addition, the offering of training materials is large due to the parametrization.
As such, these quantitatively more extensive Jack exercises form a bridge between
the basic skills from the tutorial sessions and the more elaborate problem sets given in
the AlephQ environment.
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4.6

Advantages to the teaching staff

Although the initial time investment in the Jack set up is non-negligeable, the effort is
a one-off and the problem sets then become reusable year after year. They can also
automate the remedial homeworks that teaching staff now administers to those students
that have failed an AlephQ assignment.
In summary, Jack complements our existing study materials and provides an opportunity to automate the remedial work.
4.7

Conclusion

In this paper, we presented the case of the Accountancy course at Antwerp University,
improved by rolling out both e-assessment packages AlephQ and JACK. These software packages offer complementary functionalities and complementary benefits which
results in a richer learning experience for students than the standard question types from
the classical learning-management-system could offer.
The combination of Jack and AlephQ allows the teaching staff to support students
to master essential principals, skills and knowledge, necessary to master a discipline
and to properly prepare for the exam. By offering quick and detailed feedback on a
regular base, students have the opportunity to review and to optimize their study strategy. AlephQ and JACK make this feasible for large groups of students.
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